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A Fundamental Assumption
This essay begins by assuming a particular view of the essence
of the process social scientists refer to as modernization.

In

effect,

or

in

the

author's

opinion

the

only

common

traits

absolutely necessary characteristics of all cases of modernization
consist in the massive application of modern science and technology
to

the

processes

of material

life

in

society along with the

adoption of a secularized view of man and society.

Everything else

is, to a larger or smaller degree, accidental or ancillary to the
essence of the process.

Modern Science and Technology
Modern science and technology have their historical roots in
the great empires of the Fertile Crescent, Egypt, and China, which
flourished long before the start of our era.
insights,

technical

advances,

and

seminal

Their scientific
innovations

were

eventually partially passed on to that cultural entity which was to
be known as Western civilization.

Clearly, there is no need here

to elaborate on the many hiatuses and historical interruptions to
which this gradual incorporation was SUbjected.
The most important element in this transcultural development
was the marriage of those material advances with Greek speculative
and discursive thought.

The latter, during the post-Ionian period,
1

successfully pursued a

disputative,

making view of the world.

alternative worlds,

model-

That is, a modern perception of the

problem of how to go about investigating and explaining reality.
This was the crux of the quest for order and design in the stoic
and classical periods.

Ultimately,

that viewpoint led to the

formulation of testable cosmologies:

that is, cosmologies that

although not truly verifiable were open to falsification (and have,
as a matter of fact, been repeatedly falsified) in regards to their
absolute standing or claim to have grasped and truly captured the
contexture of the universe.

Nonetheless, these provisional general

models did work in the sense that they served as frameworks for the
formulation of intermediate level explanatory and working theories
and hypotheses that yielded concrete and tangible advances in the
field

of

economic

scientific
innovations.

knowledge,
That

is,

technological

inventions

regardless

their

of

and

ultimate

validity as an accurate replica of the logical order or design of
the universe, ionian and post-ionian cosmologies have aimed at an
intermediate

level

of

validation

through

the

formulation

of

operational or empirical schematic designs of reality.
It must be added that the Western approach to the philosophy
of nature has emphasized the blending of the abstract and the
concrete.

It

is

neither

empirical and concrete.

empyrean

and

ethereal

nor

totally

It neither eschewed life in this world nor

did it concern itself exclusively with immediate and singular
experiences of a sUbjective nature.

As a result, there has been a

common ground on which various scientific paradigms have coincided.
2

So we have seen that neither the heliocentric nor the geocentric,
the Newtonian or Einsteinian views, have been inimical, rather the
very opposite, to the incessant accumulation of practical knowledge
and the expansive course of technology.
Western knowledge at those relevant intermediate levels has
grown at a compound rate and has exhibited continued progress since
not long after the reconstitution of the Holy Roman Empire.

Unlike

the case of most of the technologies developed by primitive
cultures, Western technology has had an element of universality to
it.

That is, the West has created not only time and space bound

technology of limited applicability, but has relentlessly built a
body of useful knowledge appropriate to the most varied situation
and circumstances.

That is, Western technology has been based on

conceptualizations of reality which have been more general and wide
ranging than those of other cultures.

Consider the following

example:
Prescinding from any explanatory attempt of the multicausal
I

roots of the industrial revolution, the set of socio-technical
phenomena that goes under that name is perfectly understandable as
a link in the noetic history of the West.

That is, not only is the

industrial revolution mechanically explainable, as it must be, in
terms of its antecedents, but furthermore, an examination of its
attending

circumstances

are

sufficient

to

reasonableness and ex-ante historic probability.

establish

its

From a purely

technical standpoint, the successive inventions that constituted
that revolution were all the result of a combination of scientific,
3

socio-economic, cultural, and historic data whose coalescence was
far from accidental.
Leaving aside all explanations as to its origin or evolution,
the actual fact is that the industrial revolution gave rise to
highly capital intensive technologies of production, based on the
knowledge of mechanical physics and metallurgy of the time and
relying on the available supplies of fossil energy.

These non-

human and non-animal propelled technologies required the assistance
of a large and concentrated labor force and exhibited very marked
effects of economic complementarity and agglomeration which ensued
in large real external economies.

Demand data, factor endowment

and location aspects, combined with technology, enterprise, and
culture, in favoring the appearance of specific development blocks
and growth poles.
This complex of elements pointed towards urbanization for
a variety of mutually reinforcing reasons.

Among others, the real

economies pointed above, large pecuniary economies arising from the
I

many advantages created by conditions of demographic concentration
of'the labor force and consumers, and many other organizationaladministrative, political and even purely cultural elements and
influences.

No doubt, all of these factors, in turn, maintained

and reinforced one another through mutual interaction in a pattern
of circular causation.
An

realize

important implication of the above is that we have to
that

the

technologies

of

the

industrial

revolution,

although-embodying universal knowledge and widely applicable to a
4

widening

spectrum of physical

nonetheless,
specific

very

cultural

much
and

and ecological

permeated
economic

and

deeply

traits

of

conditions were,
suffused
the

by

the

ambiance

and

environment from which they arose.
The culture of the machine is a decisive shaping influence
when transferred to other milieus, not only because of differences
in resource endowment,

say,

the familiar situation of relative

labor abundance and unemploYment in L.O.C.s, but, first and most
important, because of the social, psychological, organizational and
generally cultural, tremendous impact and transformative power that
the machine culture exerts over other cultures with which it comes
into contact.
Although in the limit case it is true that technology, or for
that

matter,

factor

endowment

and

habitat,

uniquely determine social and cultural forms,

does

not

need

to

organization, and

behavior, there is no question that under given circumstances the
pressure in favor of certain outcomes is well nigh irresistible.
Capital intensive techniques and concomitant tendencies for the
further

expansion

of

administrative

and

commercially

oriented

cities coalesce to create the well known and much derided dual
sector society and economy.

In turn, the resulting milieu will

heavily contribute to the substantial modification of the preexisting culture.
It is highly enlightening to observe how various ideologies
deal with those forces
Marxism in the

inherent in the modernization process.

Socialist world,
5

Islam in Arab countries,

and

especially in Shiite Iran, and negritude in Africa, all clash in
their own ways with them.

Theoretically speaking, there is no

necessary reason, in principle, that would ensure the victory of
the blind and mechanical forces of science and technology over
those of consciously chosen cultural preferences and compatible
forms of .social organization and human behavior.

Let us exemplify:

Purposely selected industrial decentralization policies in the
Soviet Union may not only be optimally designed strategically
speaking, but may well also be perfectly rational in the light of
economic criteria directed at the maximization of the rate of
growth of a self-sustaining industrialization process.

That is,

prescinding from the consideration of conveniently located consumer
markets, and if one were to allow for transportation costs over
vast expanses, and also taking account of the technical limits to
economies of scale, complementarity and agglomeration in very large
economies,

Soviet

accordance

with

policies
the

.

may

strictest

make

a

rules

lot
of

of

sense

economic

even

in

efficiency.

Regional economic balance would be another legitimate economic
criterion

that would

also

fit

the

strategy

in question and,

likewise, would reinforce our tentative conclusion.
All of these perfectly sound economic decisions would,
turn,

affect the distribution of capital equipment,

in

the labor

force, and urban growth and all of its associated socio-cultural
traits.

In light of this, one could well imagine how unpredictable

the dynamics of the social effects of science and technology would
be when

these

are

consciously applied with a
6

view to

foster

particular ideological or religious visions and not to maximize
individual utility as in liberal Western economies.

In the same

vein, consider African, and particularly Tanzanian, cooperativism
and agricultural development, or Iranian attempts to integrate the
modern and technologically sophisticated sectors of the economy and
their respective labor forces and users with fundamentalist Islamic
medieval religious tenets.
potentially, there are a number of infinite combinations of
economic and non-economic elements that can produce the most varied
results.

No doubt, even optimally efficient economic behavior in

the form of maximum output and minimum cost can be replicated by
non-purely competitive models of economic organization without
having recourse to longer work days, more strenuous effort or even
more intensive motivations.

That is,

it is quite possible to

conceive,

design and apply equi-efficient models of social and

economic

organization

ideally

adapted

to

the

particular

requirements and specifications of individual cultures.

If such is

I

the

case,

it

satisfaction

will

be

in terms

even
of

a

easier,
composite

economic as well as other criteria.
maximization

is

a

tautological,

fortiori,

to

maximize

index containing purely

In this sense, the logic of

considering

that

consciously,

consistently, and efficiently (intelligently) made social choices
are,

and must always

objectives

specified

be,
by

optional
the

in terms of the goals and

chosen

criteria

and

given

restrictions and parameters operative in a given situation.

7

the

Modern Technology, Capitalism, and Individualism
Indubitably,

modern technology has facilitated in certain

parts of the world an economy of relative abundance.

That has been

the case relative to their own preceding historical periods in some
societies or, comparatively speaking, to other less economically
developed ones.
Historical experience also shows that technology does not
inexorably determine
configurations.

social,

economic or pqlitical

systems or

Nor do technologies rigidly lead to unique or

singular forms of organization or are necessarily associated with
particular organizational structures.
Furthermore,

there are abundant historical instances of a

varied gamut of combinations produced by organizational factors as
they interact with one another in different cultural settings.
Also, from a purely speculative standpoint, it is quite reasonable
to recombine structural elements in a large number of alternative,
logically
!

tenable,

ex-ante

(possible)

conformations.

Those

combinations, had some easily conceivable volitional, intellectual
and historical factors been or behaved differently from the way
they actually did, would have materialized in dissimilar outcomes
from those that historically took place in society

(e. g.,

the

particular socio-economic organization of the Middle Ages;

the

Church tolerance of emerging capitalism; the long lasting rift
between empire and Church).
All

of

this

indicated

that

exclusively or directly elicit,
8

modern

in a

technology

did

not

vulgar interpretation of

Marxism, the socio-economic system we dub as capitalism.
means

It also

that there are no special or distinctive attributes

of

contemporary (scientific and technological activity) which were not
already present in pre-capitalist Western intellectual tradition
and society.

Schumpeter' sand Fanfani' s

remarks in this very

important area of intellectual history directly contradict the
views

of

Weber

and

Sombart.

The

West

was

fully

rational,

calculative, and familiar with competition before the Reformation.
Neither should we establish in strict logic any necessary causal
links between the Reformation and capitalism, although in actual
historical reality the former greatly facilitated the

latter.

Also, and with the benefit of hindsight, one can appreciate the
strong

logical

connections between the two.

Certainly,

to a

prescient mind the ex-ante view of the sequential association
between

these

two

historical

events

should

have

had

a

high

probabilistic value.

As to the existence of a necessary logical-causal relation
between capitalism,

secularism and individualism,

one can again

state that ex-ante and rigorously speaking, it is possible to argue
to the contrary and in favor of the dual or hermetically sealed
compartments theory (the business world values versus the private
sphere of life ones).

In practice, this is a naive, a-sociological

and a-psychological view of man and of human behavior.
freely

evolving

socio-economic

systems

with

That is,

capitalistic-like

characteristics, in a cultural contexture similar to that which was
historically obtained in the West,
9

almost

inevitably engender

motivations, attitudes, incentives, stimuli and behavior which we
associate

with

capitalism.

the

fullblown,

mature

or

developed

state

of

That is, we are saying that the inherent logic of

capitalism is a very strong one and almost unconsciously succeeds
in

establishing

its

own

sway

over

the

process

of

historical

evolution.
This last statement does not presume to any particular insight
about final or rock bottom proclivities or tendencies in human
nature which will tend to ultimately prevail or assert themselves
irrespective of milieu and habitat.

Rather, it only

claims that

to assert that the sphere of daily life historically advances in
gaining i ts substantive independence

(not simply its technical

autonomy) from a superordinate realm of values, is tantamount to
definitionally affirming that secularism and individualism are also
gaining ground and following in the wake of such a development.
The relevant question, then, "is an operational one.

Is there such

a clear slant or inclination towards self-serving behavior in human
nature

which,

if

given

the

opportunity

to

manifest

itself

historically and socially, will undoubtedly come to prevail?
is,

will man ceteris paribus,

opt for the centripetal or ego

oriented

(material

socially

(moral and social incentives)

brief

answer

is

incentives)

the

That

rather than the

following:

to

centrifugal or

directed solution?
the

extent

that

The
man's

consciousness and behavior are allowed to be influenced by the
nature of his daily life, he will tend to choose the former rather
than the latter alternative.
10

Now, what kind of forces are those, in the first place, which
are responsible for historically initiating or propelling in the
West the process

leading

in the direction of a

sUbstantively

separate and non-dependent area of social praxis? Unless one can
establish the independent character of these forces one would be,
in effect, begging the whole question of a possible strong link
between capitalism, secularism and individualism.
which were

those .forces

that

Let us then ask,

initiated the process?

Again,

prescinding from ultimate asseverations about the existence of hard
or

unidirectionally

nature,

oriented

one might speak,

elements

deeply

rooted

in

human

in the mainstream of the economic and

social science literature, of man's decided tendency to actuate
mostly

guided

by

the

complex

of

instinctual

forces,

learned

tendencies and consciously chosen actions related most particularly
to

immediate

personal

survival

and,

generally,

to

the

self-

enhancement of one's life chances.
Our own Western civilization, by emphasizing the worth and
respect for the individual human person and the great value of
personal freedom, undoubtedly helped to create, in keeping with the
above mentioned traits,
capitalism

and

the

a

king

highly favorable cUlture medium for
of

psycho-behavioral

traits

ultimately reinforce the inherent logic of the system.
remarking

here

that

Adam

Smith's

famous

dictum

which

It is worth
about

man's

propensity to trade, barter and exchange, perhaps meant more than
simply the institutionalization of trade and commercial activity as
a means for economic self-betterment.
11

It may not have either been

literally intended as descriptive of a specific pancultural trait
of man.

It may have only referred to man's general quest for self-

satisfying behavior.

This, in turn, will manifest itself variously

according to historical opportunity, particular cultural contents
and individual inclination.
Ultimately, these values and inclinations are neither "good"
nor morally "bad" even according to other-directed and selfless
codes

of. conduct

as

religious tradition.

reflected,

say,

in

the

Judeo-Christian

One cannot, after all, fight certain activist

and action-oriented psychological characteristics which,

if not

rigidly necessary for personal survival--and thus not strictly
biologically rooted--are definitely encouraged by ancient Western
culture and even permeate the imagery and language themselves of
its religious credos.
In effect, the kinds of motivation and behavior orientation
under discussion are not of themselves directed against others.
They are not inherently callous, egoistic or conflictive.

Their

ethos may reflect indifference towards others or contrarily, even
good will or natural sYmpathy.

They simply indicate concern with

one's own plight and personal situation.
may

even

prudence,

be

considered

foresight,

course of conduct.

naturally

frugality,

As a matter of fact, it

virtuous

and the like)

Christianity

fundamental

aspects

the

excise

of

to pursue such a

After all, one is primarily responsible for

looking after the satisfaction of one's needs.
all,

(by

has
of

sought

to

capitalism
12

That is Why, after

institutionalize
as

an

some

very

individualistically

oriented

decision

makihg

and

benefit

oriented

system,

while

eschewing its most extreme psychological and behavioral traits.
Christianity rejects Marxist socialism not only because of its
accessory

and

logically

unnecessary

radical

atheism

and

its

intellectual and practical upholding of class conflicts as the
engine

of

socio-historical

change

and

revolution,

but

also

simultaneously, at lower and higher levels of discourse, because
genuine collectivism and its psycho-social derivates are foreign to
the Christian social and ontological conception of man.
In that sense, some of the deeply embedded values and views of
Western civilization are not merely accidental to Christianity or
simply of allegorical value to the expression of the doctrine, but
may be essential to the message and thus reflect its universal
dimension.

Individually based and originated consciousness and

self responsibility and, as an extension and application of this,
considerable freedom of interpersonal and social action in general,
are close concomitants of Christianity.

Christianity emphasizes

good works and an action oriented program of man to man.

It makes

people primarily responsible for perceiving the moral imperative
and for rationally discovering at least that which is naturally
good.
Christianity also makes man fundamentally responsible for his
actions.

Although one could not say, quite to the contrary, that

it is against the "welfare state" (paradoxically, we need the poor
in order to practice our virtue--according to the Victorian credo),
it certainly can be asserted that Christianity would not want love
13

and justice exclusively by
society is not,

gover~ent

fiat.

in the Christian view,

That is, the good

the centrally planned,

collectivistic and authoritarian society.

The good society is a

regulated society both as to its structural framework and also, to
some extent, in its own mechanisms, functions and outcomes but,
still ,

it

is

a

society where

individual

responsibility are greatly important.

decision making

and

Perhaps less litigious than

the modern liberal society, it would be far less authoritarian than
the contemporary Marxist ones.
Finally and returning to our main topic, all of the above
observations

tend

to

strongly

point

in

the

direction

of

Christianity becoming an excessively ritualistic religion under
modern social conditions in the West.

This essentially action-

oriented doctrine has been increasingly cut-off from institutional,
organizational,

or

social

behavioral

content

of

its

own

and

confined to the narrow realm of static interpersonal relations as
bounded

by

the

established

ideological

movements

of

the

contemporary epoch (as in the past it was shaped in its external
social manifestations by the current ideologies).
Under these conditions,

there

is a

mutually reinforcing,

secular relationship between capitalism, seCUlarism, individualism
and economism.

The intermediate values of nationalism in its

western incarnation, as reflected in an economically stratified
social system, can only play a stopgap role.

These values cannot

hold back such an overpowering and self-feeding Juggernaut.

Even

Western socialism itself must Ultimately succumb to it. After all,
14

individual
evermore

utility

is

also

its

highest

emblem.

important role played by material

Marxist socialist economies of the world.)

incentives

also

be

exclusively

this-world-oriented

existence of any other reality.

the

in the

To be sure, man can be

transcendental and oblivious of the material world.
can

(Notice

By contrast he

and

reject

the

But to live in this world and not

to be of this world is extremely difficult.

To live in this world,

live like people in this world do, and not be of this world, is
plainly

impossible.

tautologically true.

Strictly

speaking,

this

statement

is

To bring about the sYmbiosis of the two

worlds is extremely difficult and,

by definition,

requires the

sUbj ection and subordination of the values of this world to a
higher superordinated set of values.

That is the only manner in

which the latter can survive.
As to modernization and non-western cultures, it will be of
enormous interest to observe how they go about trying to connect
both worlds.

To what extent are, say, the muhadeen socialistic

leanings simply a wistful yearning for the reputedly simplistic
arcadian communality of nomadic tribes rather than a

relevant

response to the command for solidarity to obtain among believers
under Islam?

Can the reformers reconcile secular values, a planned

society, justice and brotherhood?
a

sophisticated middle class,

Can Khomeini's revolution blend

and urban culture,

and medieval

Islamic fundamentalism?
One

would

like

to

believe

that

there

are

equilibrium

solutions, at least for certain ranges of values for the variables
15

involved in modernization.

That is, one would like to conclude

that this phenomenon is not tantamount or equivalent to rampant
secularization, individualism and economism.
However,

in

the

West,

the

fight

seems

to

be

lost.

Modernization would seem to be possessed, precisely, of all of the
mentioned characteristics.
Modernization and Secularization
One

should

rationality.

not

confuse modernization with

an

advance

in

Nor should one think of secularization as implying

progress in the latter either.

There is nothing natively ingrained

in modernization or secularization that is conducive to greater
rationality in man than that he possessed prior to,
Enlightenment.

Nor

can

it

be

said

that

the

say,

the

practical

implementation of his thought or his logical qualities are now
superior to what they were before that time.
For example, Aquinas and the Schoolmen were highly rational
in their view of the world.

Surely, the world can be structured in

a number of different ways and they certainly were highly rational
in the way they went about explaining it to themselves and to
others.

As to their prowess in formal logic, there is no need to

insist upon

it.

Although regarded by their adversaries

in a

pejorative fashion, there is no doubt that they were very good at
splitting hairs and excelled in their casuistry.

In regards to

their handling of instrumental intelligence in the pragmatic sense
of a good or successful fit between means and ends, one would have
to consider that their record in the field of moral philosophy is
16

a very respectable one.

Not only did they make notable advances in

the province of the empirical sciences, but were demonstrably adept
and skillful in socio-economic and juridical thought, as well as in
the realm of pure mathematics.
What we have historically witnessed is a change in the focus
of mundane interests.
trades.

That is, the old skills were applied to new

There has been no truly substantive changes in methods and.

approaches as we are wont to think and as conventional legend used
to have it.

In reality what has happened is that we intellectually

concern ourselves to a much larger degree than they did with
extracting a larger material output from the world.
redefining

rationality, -intelligence

and

logic,

We insist on
in

terms

of

tangible results in the quest for increasing our want satisfaction
capacity through a greatly augmented volume of economic services
and goods.
A last point:

whether in principle it would prove possible or

not to hold back secularism,

individualism and economism in a

technically modern world where supramaterial ordering values are
allowed to reign undisputed,

is a moot question.

That is,

if

historically speaking the two swords of church and empire had
remained united,
political

would things have been different?

repression

forcing

compliance,

would

Short of

people

have

voluntarily accepted to live in a this-world-action-oriented but
still
milieu?

non-secularized,

non-individualized,

and

non-economized

One does not see the impossibility in principle of this

having been the case assuming the proper historical circumstances.
17

Nonetheless, could greatly augmented material wealth have been kept
exclusively as a means to higher things and not as an end in
itself?
Admittedly, the question of the desirable role of man in this
world and what to do in it while awaiting the Second Coming is not
an easy one to answer:
and ambition?
conditions

How should he use his intelligence, energy

Undoubtedly, under modern scientific and technical

the

reply

should necessarily

be an

activist

one.

Consequently, it follows that the world had to be conquered and
reduced to the will of man for the greater Glory of God.

In that

light, the Calvinist doctrine of predestination although far from
elegant, was at least reasonable.

Given the fact that people were

already out there conquering the world on their own as individuals
without

a

preconceived

or

regulated

plan

or

order,

their

irrepressible actions had to be teleologically validated ex-post
facto.
Perhaps a more gradual introduction of scientific discoveries,
innovations and inventions into the social stream, would have made
for things evolving differently and for the consciousness of man to
have adapted by degrees to changing situations.

To the extent that

social institutions and their organization and structure would have
provided a less individualistic, more continuous and stable milieu
for

man

to

have

lived

in,

it

is

quite

possible

that

his

consciousness would not have been shocked in the manner and to the
extreme that the modern world has done it.

18

Does all of this mean that unaided man,

solitary man, the

socially unprotected individual cannot help but be secularized,
individualized

and

economized

technological world?

in

the

modern

I would like to believe that he can, against

all odds, reason, and prudence, remain free.
it?

scientific-

I doubt it very seriously.

will he want to do

I see no indication of that desire

whatsoever anywhere.
It seems to me that people will choose to become secularized,
individualized and economized.

However, that does not mean that

cultural differences will disappear completely.
theory

holds

explanatory

no
or

water.

It

predictive

is

too

value.

The convergence

simplistic

As

to

Schumpeter

claim

had

any

already

presciently anticipated in Capitalism. Socialism and Democracy, and
as recent history has confirmed, cultural differences will subsist
even under socialism.

We should expect that historical-cultural

differences among various peoples will remain operative for the
indefinite future.
!

As a matter of fact,

in an intermediate or

medium run lapse we should even expect renewed manifestations and
expressions of ethnicity on the part of alienated minorities and
individuals.

As the old life styles have gone into their final

rest and the new ones do not bring the expected fulfillment and
happiness, there will be a renewed search for roots.
The

lower

middle

classes

will

community, neighborhood and family.

rediscover

ethnic

pride,

The upper social groups will
~

continue to lead their increasingly isolated, intimately SOlitary,
socially anomic and empty life.
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A life of bustle and outward

activity marked by chatter and inanities; a life devoid of any
meaning even to those engaging in it.

Only those that believe in

religion or in a philosophy of history, or at least place their
faith in melioristic socially evolutionary goals, will feel a sense
of purpose and find life intelligible.

One might conclude with an

eschatological pondering; when the state withers away and Marx
fulfills his wish to hunt in the morning and attend the theater in
the evening what will other people be doing with their lives?
If it is true as Freud, Koestler, and others have said, that
people worry about dying, and that a good deal of human activity is
meant to cover that fact, I wonder what will happen in the future
superabundant society of Free Spirits (sic) where a man can have
everything but Eternal Life.
Factors Favoring Secularization
(a)

The Parusia did not occur as expected by early Christians •

(b)

Technological progress, which in an incremental fashion has

.

materialized the world, making it increasingly necessary to
address

administrative,

managerial,

and

generally,

economically organizational issues.
(c)

The Christian tradition of recognizing the individual as the
fundamental metaphysical, axiological, moral,

societal and

behavioral unit, and its concomitant respect for his freedom.
Also,

fundamental

Christian

teachings

regarding

the

ontological equality and dignity of all men.
(d)

The recognition by Christianity of the value and desirability
of this world as a God willed product or reality.
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The world

is

not

to

be

rejected

or

even

avoided,

but

dealt

with

jUdiciously, that is, in Christian terms.
(e)

The

Hellenic

stoic

rationalist

(in

the

narrow

sense

of

rational) tradition and its belief in natural orders in the
physical, moral and social realms.

Regarding the latter, even

sUbjective

create

rationalism

seeks

to

or

imposes

order

according to some pattern in the mind of the planner.

That

is, even if order were not to exist by itself, it can be both
conceptualized and implemented by the working of the mind.

In

this context, it made great sense to adopt the institution of
the market.
(f)

Another extension of the rationalist tradition is found in the
pursuit

of

instrumental

intelligence.

Instrumental

intelligence, conceived as the optimal adaptation of means to
ends, promotes efficiency and validates the economic approach.
The economic approach,

in turn, because of its emphasis on

specialization, division of labor and efficient allocation and
mix of resources, will strongly tend to bring about the end of
mechanical solidarity and community.
(g)

The erosion and final political destruction of an objective,
external

authority ,

capable

of

enforcing

a

superordinate

morality consisting of a set of non-material absolute values
which

would

organizations,

regulate

instrumental

institutions

and

human

values,
behavior.

social
The

disappearance of the latter condition removes any barrier from
the expression of individual and social preferences, although
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its presence, it must be recognized, can only ensure formal,
external

and

morality.

legalistic

compliance

with

the

established

Secularism is further abetted by the structures of

production

(acquisitive,

competitive,

conflictive)

and

consumption (consumerism) resulting from the synergetic effect
of unbounded individualism, love of the world, technological
progress and materialization,

and the absence of morally

regulative, authoritative mechanisms to the contrary.

All of the above factors, in turn, will naturally reinforce
the drift towards secularization or substantive autonomy of the
economic system.

By substantive autonomy is meant not only the

separation of the economic structures, functions and behavior in
society from its non-economic counterparts for the sake of maximal
efficiency,

but the severance of the economy from any supra-

economic guiding principle.

That is, the economy regulates itself

on its own terms and does not allow extra economic principles other
than those dictated by the prevailing socio-political ideology to
interfere with or modify its working.

Obviously, some ideological

norms or principles are always necessary in every society in order
to define the terms of human interaction and coexistence within its
boundaries.
Now, for reasons explained in detail somewhere else, I am
inclined to believe that secularization or substantive autonomy
very vigorously makes for the appearance of purely formal religion.
That is, nominal, ritualistic, utilitarian, SUbjective and personal
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religion.

Formal religion, in turn, can survive indefinitely in an

advanced, modern, materialistic and utilitarian society, because it
has, even there, useful functions to serve.

To allay people's

primordial fears is a fundamental one.
In order to avoid the drift from instrumental autonomy to
secularization or substantive autonomy, and from the latter to
formal religion and its natural extensions,

irreligiosity and

practical atheism, one would have to interrupt the chain of causal
links.

That means, in actual practice, that the economy has to be

regulated,

bounded,

supervised,

guarded,

oriented,

limited,

channeled or directed from above, as time and circumstances dictate
it, by supra and extra economic principles.
For individuals living in instrumentally and substantively
secularized societies, the only hope to escape from this total
chain of

concatenations

autonomous consciousness.
an

unrelenting

and

lies

in

the

development

of

a

truly

This requires continuous vigilance and

unremitting

effort

to

avoid

mechanical

determination by environmental forces.
On Secularization and Economism
The thrust of my position is that secularization necessarily
leads to economism (the tendency for economic logic and ends to
suffuse and permeate practically all forms of human behavior and
even thought modes and processes) although, admittedly, it may take
a very extended period of time for this to happen.

Substantive

secularization, as we have defined it above, is a process whereby
the economic system gradually grows more autonomous,
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until it

finally becomes independent of any superordinate systems of values,
norms, rules or customs which had before governed or regulated its
structures or functions.

In this sense, secularization implies the

ultimate separation and removal of the economic system from the
direction of any superior agency or source of control which would
dictate its institutional conformation or behavior.

Historically,

this has meant the relational independence of the economic system
from religious values, norms and strictures.

It will also come to

mean, although yet in the distant future, the total functional or
at least motivational, divorce as well of the economic world from
collectivist economic ideologies and totalitarian political systems
bent on enforcing them.

On the other hand, it would be quite

possible for generally authoritarian political systems to endure
and

for

nationalistic

and

provincial

attitudes

to

persist

indefinitely. After all, even utilitarianism (as a psychological
tendency or approach to rational satisfaction maximizing), much
less hedonism (as the pure and unrestrained pursuit of sensual
pleasure), do not imply the pursuit of a maximum maximorum in the
most

pleasurable

of

all

possible

worlds.

In

other

words,

secularization need not eventuate in anarcho-capitalism, the most
extremely atomistic of all monadic utopias.

What it means is that

all supra-individual social structures and non-mutually profitable
perc~ived

activities in society are going to command a decreasing

loyalty on the part of individuals as substantive secularization
gains ground.
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Some specific reasons why the process is seen as inevitable
are briefly sketched here:
I.

As the economy, its structures, organization, functions
and activities, increasingly become a self-enclosed and
self-justifying

system,

operational

values

such

as

efficiency and utility are going to acquire a final
character.

That is, the constitution and operation of

the system will be judged, in the end, in terms of its
effectiveness in promoting or attaining those values and
other considerations will

not really be taken

into

account.
II.

As

secularization progresses,

the

consciousness

and

behavior of the social agents are molded accordingly.
One has to understand that there is no determinism
involved here.

Only that as social and personal changes

take place, their mutual interaction by itself inducing
further changes, the actors cannot but help, to a larger
or smaller degree, to be aware of this process,
direction

and

implications.

In

a

its

politically

participative and non-coercive society people, to say the
least, acquiesce in those changes.

A new spirit evolves

as society accommodates itself to the slowly emergent
situation.

People's minds are shaped in conformity to

the needs, requirements and aspiration of the time.

In

the new world being created, the engrossing and time
consuming activities of the economy absorb men's energy
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and thought.

They become paramount in terms of time,

attention and interest devoted to them.
III. In the unfolding of historical time, the economic logic
of efficiency and utility keeps on extending its reach.
Eventually,

economic

intelligent

behavior

logic
in

becomes

general.

synonYmous
The

triumph

of
of

instrumental intelligence and the optimal adaptation of
means to desired ends permeates all human activity •

This

is the inexorable outcome of the fact that economic
activity, which occupies such a large portion of man's
conscious life,

is no longer an instrument to attain

other highest ends, but again, becomes itself a set of
final ends and values.

Given the non-subordination of

the economic world to any other,
logic will

not be

it follows that its

subordinated either

rationale but its own.

to any other

Its principles, instrumentalities

and modus operandi, which are those reigning supreme in
the real world of every day affairs, will be voluntarily,
automatically and smoothly,
spheres

of

human

transferred to all other

thought

and

action.

Man's

consciousness, sense of identity and awareness of the
world

cannot

be

expected

to

lead

a

schizophrenic

existence in separate hermetical compartments.

Although

to some extent this is the case in modern society as a
result of the breakdown of community and the concomitant
processes of alienation, anomy and apathy, it is not the
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case when dealing with intellectual processes and the
working of the human mind as a cognitive and operational
instrumentality.
IV.

As a result, the canons of instrumental intelligence will
come to permeate and suffuse all aspects of man's life.
The

calculations

of

economists

and

sophisters

will

replace the grandiose and generous reasoning of the minds
not

concerned

with

the

"lore

of

more

or

less."

Quantitative considerations and the generic reasoning of
cost/benefit

analysis

will

supplant

the

absolute

commitments and stands on principle of times and cultures
gone by. (E.g., functional churches and not cathedrals
are built.

Efficient administration and increasing

professionalism comes to characterize church

personnel

and practices.

Success criteria and performance indexes

are

to

utilized

organizations.)

gauge

the

output

of

religious

Quantitative differences

eventually

shade into qualitative distinctions.

This will be apt to

happen in situations when compromises cannot be worked
out between the ends of the material world and those
others
reality.

postulated

in

the

name

of

a

transcendental

That is, when an open clash takes place between

the absolute demands of the material world as expressed
in

its

inherent

principle

of

individual

utility

maximization, and the equally absolute claims of a sphere
of being which rejects this principle and its concomitant
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expedient,

i.e.,

instrumental intelligence.

Vide the

following absolutes or counsels of perfection: What good
does it do if a man gains the whole world if he loses his
soul; there where your treasure lies, your heart is also
to be found.
outcome

of

Some practical examples of the real world
this

kind

of

conflict

are

birth

control

methods, abortion, divorce.

v.

An independent economic subsystem in a society possessed
of goals and objectives of its own, endowed with its own
operational logic and modus operandi,

and looming so

large in the daily life of man, will inevitably force
man's behavior to accommodate or mold itself to its
requirements.

The pure

logic of

individual utility

maximization, as embodied in the atomistic model of pure
and

perfect

competition,

minimally

constrained

by

collective or social considerations, costs or objectives,
inexorably leads to competitive inter-personal and interorganizational behavior.

Such behavior may be conducive,

in the highly rarified atmosphere of the assumptions
underlying the model, to a form of "social harmony" and
maximal aggregate satisfaction.

The latter,

in turn,

must be defined in a somewhat tautological fashion, given
the

nature

of

the

assumptions

themselves.

Thus,

optimality follows more in the nature of a truism than in
that of an independent and substantive solution.
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In any case, the type or kind of personal behavior
itself that must be observed at the micro-operational
levels

of

the

economy

is

characterized

by

the

psychological traits associated with negative sum games.
The actual stuff of which "macro-harmony" is made and
arises

from

is

inter-individual,

intra

and

inter

organizational, strife and conflict.
The point to be made is the following:

Can such

behavior be reasonably expected to limit and circumscribe
itself to the economic world metamorphosing into its
opposite when transposed to other fields of human thought
and activity?

The

Clearly, the answer is negative.

spillover effect is going to make for much of this type
of behavior to show at the most incongruous places.
VI.

Materialism also contributes to the advance of economism.
The former hails from cumulative technical progress and
the accumulation of wealth which, in turn, makes possible
I

the increased roundaboutness of production.
materialism

tends

to

emphasize

the

Of itself,
concern

contemporary man for efficiency and productivity.

of

E.g.,

processes of production and division of labor become more
and more technified and specialized.
All of those forces lead to a civilization where the
opportunity

and

the

need

to

apply

intelligence becomes a survival skill.

instrumental
Common man is

SUbjected to a daily experience which forces him to
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sharpen

his

exercises,

calculating

opportunity

abilities.

or

alternative

Comparative
cost

notions,

cost/benefit computations and the like, become tools in
his daily employ.

Such concepts become part of his every

day language and pervasively come to apply to all aspects
of his life.
VII. Coming full circle, it seems beyond a reasonable doubt
that once economic logic (optimal allocation of scarce
resources with potentially diverse uses)
activity

in

general

(production,

and economic

distribution

and

consumption), which are by definition instrumental in
nature, become the means for the satisfaction of nontranscendental
transcend the

ends

(as

individual

contrasted
as the

with

ends

fundamental

which

unit

of

utilitarian satisfaction or personal gratification, i.e.,
religious or national-patriotic values),

the eventual

assertion of secularization becomes inevitable.

The

ultimate implication of this conclusion is the following:
I

Even assuming that individual utility maximization does
not hold complete sway over society, no values or norms
deriving

from other realms will be able

to stake a

preemptive claim in terms of the allocation of scarce
economic goods and services.
clear-cut,

unambiguous

which would

prioritize,

That is,

guidelines
allot

or

there are no

or directives
parcel-out,

left

scarce

resources or goods among the various realms of being.
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Furthermore, as stated before, there would be no necessary
acceptance, very likely much to the contrary, of ethical norms,
moral injunctions or codes of conduct that would clash with the
inherent

logic and concomitant activities

oriented,

utility maximizing realm.

of

the

individually

A fortiori,

it could be

reasonably expected that the workaday world would emerge victorious
in any clash.
ingrained

in

As the hedonic-utilitarian mentality becomes more
man

through

its

historical

continuity

and

incorporation into the culture of modernity, one should expect its
unabated progress and uninterrupted strengthening.

Secularization and the Future of Society
As pointed out before, the delay of the Second Coming and of
expectations regarding its imminence constitute the substratum and
remote

antecedent

environment,

operating

in the

creation

of

a

secularized

one in which the problems of this world kept on

acquiring increasing importance and demanding impatient attention.
That is, as one had to concern oneself with the organization of
this world and had to settle down for permanent habitation of the
planet,

material values

inevitably had to gain in importance.

This, of itself, does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that
the material world had to become autonomous, disassociating itself
from the spiritual world.

The superordinate function of the latter

over the former could have conceivably continued, say, if Church
and Empire had not parted their ways.

But,

no doubt,

linkage became progressively more improbable as,
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(a)

such a

historical

time continued to elapse, and,

(b) as natural and normal (in the

sense of fully expectable and in agreement with human nature)
ambitious
primacy

(personal and social)
over

more

ethereal

and

spiritual claims and strictures.

needs kept on asserting their
less

immediate

and

pressing

Another reason which is often

invoked to explain the occurrence of historical secularization is
not

as

convincing

as

technological progress.

(a)

and

(b):

namely,

scientific

and

In brief, there is again no necessary

reason why in principle one cannot adopt the classical western
solution to the problem of theism in an increasingly scientific
cuIture.

That is, to think of God more along deistic than strictly

providential lines.

God could always be the prime causa, the prime

mover, the Creator, but not the actual ruler of the World.
In any case, there has been a progressive long term tendency
towards secularization of the world evermore noticeable since the
religious Reformation.

As we know, what this means in practical

terms is that uncontrolled or autonomous material values are able
to gradually assert themselves in the world.

Theoretically, one

could maintain that sensu stricto, such a development is possible
without a weakening of those meta-material (religious, moral and
ethical) values of the individual whose inspiration and essence do
not rest on the foundation of enlightened or reasonable egoism.

In

reality, to accept such a possibility as viable one would have to
imagine a world in which the impact or influence of material (or
for

that

matter,

non-material)

values

on

the

psyche

consciousness of the individual would be totally neutral.
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and

In other

words, one would have to believe that those values have no overall
shaping or molding influence on the individual's sense of selfidentity, his beliefs, motivations, attitudes and behavior.
imagine that material values will not predominate,

To

even if not

appropriately reined in either by institutions or a very strong and
well defined consciousness to the contrary, is totally naive and
unreal.

Conceiving of material values as being merely instrumental

in a world where they hold sway and reign unchallenged, at least in
the

realm

of

everyday

reasonable conclusion.

praxis,

is

very

hard

to

accept

as

a

That is, material values have like non-

material ones, their own ideational and noetic influence over the
human mind.

If they c?nstitute a strong reality they will have a

correspondingly strong effect over the human psyche.
A second,

more often cited reason to explain the shaping

influence of values on the mind relies, as we have discussed, on
the importance of value-conformed institutions in creating our own
conception of the nature of reality.
!

In effect,

institutions

organized and structured in accordance with certain sets of values
I

impact us from the outside as separate entities.
and

act

upon

us

as

reified

and

crystallized

presence color and condition our world and,
restrict

and

delimit

our

choices,

They influence
realities

whose

at the very least,

alternatives

and

possible

behavioral paths.
In the intellectual history of the .Christian West one can
differentiate four sets of values and institutional experiences
that will illustrate this.

These sets do not neatly correspond
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with an historical chronology,

and do not represent either an

attempt at periodization or the construction of a stage-type theory
of- history (stufenlehre), nor do they posit a theory of evolution
or development based on this or that recognizable historical force
or trend.
(1)

These four experiences can be categorized as follows:

spiritual

values--spiritually

oriented

institutions;

spiritual values--materially oriented institutions;
values--spiritually oriented institutions;

(2)

(3) material

(4) material

values-~

materially oriented institutions.
Set number one would ideationally correspond to the first
centuries of Christianity and efforts of the,Fathers of the Church
to shape the material world in accordance with the intentions and
precepts of the Scriptures.

Set number two roughly coincides with

scholasticism from Thomas Aquinas on and extending from about the
Thirteenth to the sixteenth Centuries.

Set number three is clearly

associated with the Reformation and the socio-economic outlook of
protes~antism,

as explained by Max Weber, and is most particularly

relevant to the views and doctrines of Calvin.

The fourth set is

identified with the social ideologies and practices of our own
times in advanced western countries, above them all, the United
States.
Notice that in the context of set one, reliqious values would
dictate the conformation of social institutions which would then
directly

respond

to

the

ethos

of

those

values.

Ideally,

institutions would be perfectly in accordance with the values in
question or minimally deviate from their ethos.
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In set two,

id~al

institutions have already deviated considerably from the
the religious values supposedly informing their formation.
those

values

restrict

the

acceptable

institutions and behavior in society.

range

of

still,

variation

inverts

oriented

the

relationship

institutions,

particular

ends,

must

obtained

in

although

pursuing

still

rationalized

be

for

The latter are constrained

in their constitution and functioning by the religious ethos.
three,

of

two.

their
in

Set

Materially

own

logic

the

light

and
of

ultimate religious goals and teleological schemes in agreement with
divine dispensation.

In the last set the institutions and behavior

of

totally

society

are

unconstrained

considerations in their organization,

by

meta-material

structuring and behavior.

Any attempt at reconciling social institutions and a transcendental
ethos and values is purely nominal in nature.
counsels

of

perfection

and,

generally,

Verbal injunctions,

moral

laudatory

and

hortatory statements are non-operational in terms of established
realities and behavior.
Fully developed Capitalism and orthodox Marxist socialism are
very much compatible with the last mentioned combination of values
and behavior.

Material values and behavior and an individualistic

outlook on life and society are ideal companions.
one

another

capitalism

very

well.

embodies

the

In

a

essence

individual utility maximization.

fundamental
and

very

They complement

sense,
logic

archetypal
of

optimal

It is a codified institutional

behavioral system directed at the most intelligent attainment of
that end.

Marxist socialism in its actual praxis and in the
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system's theoretical conception is no different in its end of
maximal individual satisfaction and material development.
Basic Westel;"n socio-political

egalitarianism,

which quite

effortlessly, is conceptually extensible to the economic field, is
itself a mixture of Benthamite utilitarianism in the realm of
theoretical

social

policy,

and

of

the

impatience

of

popular

reaction to the lowness and ineffectiveness of the trickle down
process in laissez-faire capitalism.

This makes the historical

appearance of such ideas perfectly logical.
Marxism

both

historical

pertain

to

filiation

the

are

same

quite

Pure capitalism and

genus.

Their

similar.

logical

Soviet

Marxism

and
or

Communism of course, is a modified version of Asiatic despotism
and, as such, much closer experimentally to the Maoist socialist
experiments

in China

and

European counterparts.

Southeast Asia

On the

than

other hand,

to

its

Western

Euro-communism or

socialism with a human face would theoretically constitute not so
much

a

quantitatively

divergent,

reality

from

different,
that

of

but

rather. a

Soviet

qualitatively

communism.

It would

ultimately require motivations different from those of capitalism
or those others exhibited in the past by Soviet Marxism for its
successful operation.

One would do well to be highly skeptical of

the viability of Euro-Communism.

Ultimately, just as in a limit

situation, the core economic differences between capitalism and
socialism would mainly

be

of

a

psychological

nature,

so

the

differences between Humanist and soviet socialism do

likewise

reside,

profound

at

least

strictly

in
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principle,

in

their

psychological

divergence§

embracing

the

central

concepts

of

philosophical and historical determination and of human nature
itself and its functional relation to society.
Let us now proceed to add a related comment on the breakdown
of community.

The value roots, instrumental motives, attitudes and

behavior of Anglo-Saxon (Western in contrast to Occidental) culture
are ultimately incompatible with the preservation of community.
contrast

in

the

case

of

Iberian

and

its

descendant,

By

pre-

capitalistic Hispanic-American culture, the conflict was not nearly
that acute.

However, the family of the latter sub-cultures is

rapidly disappearing under the dual onslaught of capitalism and
Marxist socialist ideas.

Even to the extent that those paradigms

would formally persist in an institutional or organizational sense,
it seems highly unlikely that profound value-based dissimilarities
with Anglo-Saxon culture will continue to survive.
of

institutionally

and

behaviorally

Reinvigoration

operational

chains

of

compatible values, motivations, attitudes and behavior that would
translate into appropriate social action and institutions, are
necessary if this likely outcome is to be reversed.

In the end,

that would prove to be the only possible manner ;in which the
identity of those sub-cultures could be preserved.

In other words,

cultural differences would tend to disappear not as a result of a
predetermined outcome brought about or imposed by historical forces
and

processes

responding

to

mechanisms

impelled

by

economic

determinism, but rather as an outcome of the more or less freely
adopted cultural, institutional and behavioral patterns typical of
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modernization processes.

In the distant future, surviving cultural

differences will be of a superficial nature.
social

Customs, habits and

forms may vary from one society to the other but the

essential orientation of the individual to his society and to his
fellow man will be, for the most part, highly similar everywhere,
with

the

possible

but

not

too

probable

exception

of

a

few

fundamentalist and nativistic societies.
consumerism,

explicitly

and

unabashedly

self-centered

behavior, an exaltation of material values as proper ends of man's
activities and as operational definiens of his life, will become
the universal

norm.

still

and all,

the

sterile and deadening

officially imposed cultural uniformity brought about in the past by
Soviet socialism in its various epiphanies and avatars is, however,
infinitely less desirable.

Its theocratic nature and apotheosizing

of the state, its bureaucratism and utter contempt for the rights
of the individual, locate this family of systems in a far removed
universe from that of the two previously mentioned ones, even when
allowing for the soothing effects of affluence and the ultimate
advance of consumerism.

Any attempt at a common taxonomy would

result in a futile exercise.

soviet

social~sm

is the archetype of

Oriental despotism and. represents a genus whose specific difference
consists in the suppression of.the individual and the exaltation of
the political and military-economic might of the state.
Finally, an observation on the survival of the consciousness
of freedom among the few and the possibility of disseminating that
particular

value

among

the

majority
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of

mankind.

Economic

betterment will not bring by itself a yearning for individual
freedom and political rights.

Less so will it guarantee men

rebelling against totalitarian states in the search for them.

On

the other hand, without a minimum of economic welfare and the
benefits of a humanistic education one should not expect many
people evincing a strong demand for those intangible goods.
identification of the

factors

The

and conditions that will make

individual freedom and political rights intensely desirable to men
is not clear at all.

In the final analysis, one thing has become

historically obvious:

Humanistic values were not able to survive

in the stifling atmosphere of soviet socialism.

The cultural

elements embodying those kind of values will not be able to endure
under that kind of a rule.

Again, only superficially different

cultural manifestations will be tolerated in such societies.

The

pendulum of our age oscillates between the crude materialism and
meaningless freedom of consumerist societies and the horrendous and
nightmarish totalitarian repression of Eastern despotism.

Is there

room available and time left for a humanistic or Christian .like
culture?
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